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It is a Climate Emergency and we need to treat it with that respect on par with a war like footing 

with a response just as with the preparations for & during the Second World War effort, therefore 

we need not just words and promises but investment in our communities and community 

enterprises who can and will respond. 

The South West is well recognised for its green credentials with Bristol as a European Green Capital. 

This region therefore needs to be a beacon for the transition to NetZero to other CITIES, REGIONS & 

BUILT ENVIRONMENT involving & advancing action in the places we live, from communities, 

empowering our citizens through community enterprise & community energy across the West of 

England Region.  

Below is an extract from a slide from the short presentation that I delivered to Dan Norris1 (much 

more articulated verbally) and also attached here (see hyperlink) 10 Asks for a Smart Local Energy 

System giving examples of community energy across the city playing its part in the pathway to 

NetZero but also pointing to projects nationally as examples sent to all Mayoral candidates – their 

responses can be found here . Specifically I ask the West of England Combined Authority to consider 

undertaking the following as per my slide: 

• Recognise Community Energy/Enterprise Role in the Pathway towards NetZero for Just 

Transition in updating the West of England Climate Emergency Plan. 

• Recognise & resource community enterprise using community energy as blueprint for other 

sectors, food, transport, waste – in co production & ownership models with communities. 

• Resources for Community Intermediaries to provide market infrastructure organisations 

such as Bristol Energy Network, anchor organisation & enable: 

1. Market participation with development grants for Community Enterprise 

2. Long-term supportive policy (e.g., priority access to local land & buildings– 

identifying suitable sites for renewable energy, community led housing e.g. for every 

development over 10 units % of serviced plots provided for community led self-

builders  

3. Dedicated support for skills needs – creation of energy learning zones within 

communities such as Ambition Lawrence Weston’s aspirations to deliver locally 

rooted skills academy  

4. Wide-scale information campaign on why and how to engage on Climate Crisis and 

local effects of & how we together can combat the crisis without economically 

crippling poorer communities. 

 
1 As a cosigning organistion of the Friends of the Earth South West Open letter, "A Declaration on Young People, 

Climate and Jobs" - meeting DanNorris & our 10 Asks for a Smart Local Energy System.  David met 

with Dan Norris on 9th August along with Friends of the Earth & other environmental NGO's from the West of 

England to discuss the WECA Climate Emergency Action Plan. Building, Retrofit, transport decarbonisation, and 

nature restoration were all on the agenda.  

 

https://bristolenergynetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/BEN-10-asks-final-.pdf
https://bristolenergynetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/BEN-10-asks-final-.pdf
https://bristolenergynetwork.org/blog/ben-asks-candidate-responses/


We look forward to hearing from you soon as to how we may contribute so that community energy 

& community enterprise are formally recognised & resourced as a result of this important document 

to ensure full participation of all communities in the Pathway towards NetZero. 

Current plans are not inspiring citizens and thus they are left with eco anxiety, cognitive dissonance, 

and repeat let down by government schemes often led by local authority and national government. 

We can and are doing better here in Bristol but we can do so much more. Use your budgets to 

empower community enterprise and see that when resourced & supported by community 

infrastructure organisations such as ours Bristol Energy Network can do amazing things such as the 

Ambition Lawrence Weston Wind Turbine or The C.H.E.E.S.E project.  

Therefore I urge you all to allow for green finance for citizens and community enterprise to play a  

leading role in the Pathway NetZero & Energy Transition of our Region. 

 

BBC news 20/09/21 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-58620566 

Bristol Energy Network (BEN) working across the city region for more than a decade supporting 

community enterprises to respond to the Climate Emergency. 

This week communities across the UK are coming together for Great Big Green Week. There are 

lots of ways to get involved in climate and nature centred events in Bristol or online. Bristol Energy 

Network will be in Easton on Thursday supporting the local Climate Action group with their St Mark's 

Road 'Great Big Green Week Celebration'. Hope to see you there!  

 

https://thebristolmayor.com/2020/10/23/renewable-energy/
https://cheeseproject.co.uk/news
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-58620566
https://greatbiggreenweek.com/

